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. 
The purpose of this paper is to continue the study of the c2 invariant hat was in- 
itiated by the second author in [8]. The results obtained herein will be of use in the 
study of the mod 2 cohomology of finite H-spaces. For example, in forthcoming 
papers, the first author will prove that if Z is a finite H-space that has no two torsion 
in its integral cohomology, then the first nonvanishing homotopy group occurs in 
dimension one, three, or seven. In this paper all cohomology modules will have field 
coefficients. 
To recall the definition of the c2 invariant, let G and G'  be homotopy com- 
mutative H-spaces and f :  G ---, G'  be an H-map. The first author introduced in [7] 
the notion of f being a C2-map. Specifically, if q and q' are the commuting 
homotopies for G and G' ,  respectively, and m is a homotopy from f(xy) to 
f (x) f (y) ,  then f is a C2-map provided that there exists a secondary homotopy 
r : 12 × G 2 --~ G' such that 
r(O,t,x,y)=f(q(t,x,y)),  r(1, t ,x ,y) -q ' ( ( t , f (x) , f (y) ) ,  
r(s, O, x, y)= m(s, x, y), and r(s, 1, x, y) = m(s, y, x). 
The obstruction to the existence of r is an element c2(f) of [GAG;I2G'], cf. [9]. 
Different choices of m give us a set of obstructions {c2(f)} C [GAG;12G']. 
The situation to which we shall apply the c2 invariant arises as follows. Suppose 
we have a diagram of H-spaces and maps: 
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P2 ~X 
BE 
'BK 'BK l 'X  ~ Bg 
Here P2 ~2X is the projective plane of f2X, BE is the fibre of Bg, BKj is a generaliz- 
ed Eilenberg-MacLane space, and the composition Bh =Bg Bf  has image in 
cohomology that lies in the module of 3-fold decomposables. Since all 3-fold 
decomposables vanish in H*(P212X), a lift exists to BE. 
If we loop this diagram and compose with the H-map retraction £2X-, QP2 QX, 
we have a diagram of loop spaces 
QKI 
E 
, X 'K I  ff2X f g 
We have identified the composition of functors f2B with the identity. Thus g, f are 
loop maps; f is an /-/-map. We shall use the fact that this latter condition is 
equivalent to h being an H-nullhomotopic map. 
We now make the further assumption that c2(f) contains zero. Then c2 (f)  fac- 
tors as 
QXA~X ~' £22 ~2j ' KI ' ~2E. 
Finally note that in the case that X is a simply connected finite H-space, the E~ 
term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence beginning with 
E2 - Torn.ix) (Z2, Z2) provides a coalgebra decomposition of H*(OX) in terms of 
a tensor product of exterior and divided polynomial algebras on suspensions and 
transpotences. See [1]. Define FEH*(OX) to be the vector space spanned by the 
following elements: 
(1) All suspension elements. 
(2) All 2-fold products of suspension elements. 
(3) All divided squares YE(U) where u is a suspension element. 
The goal of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1.1. Under the above assumptions, the cohomology class ~ lies in 
a * H *( X)  ® F 2 H *( f2X) + F 2 H *( I2X) ® a * H*( X)  + PH *( Y2X) ® PH *( DX). 
We introduce some notation here. We shall use the (Moore) associative model for 
our loop spaces. Thus a loop will consist of a pair (r, a), where re  [0, oo) and 
a : [0, oo)~ X is a map such that a(t) is the basepoint for t = 0 and for r< t< oo. We 
shall usually denote the pair by simply a and set lal---r. If Z is an H-space, I2Z ad- 
mits two kinds of multiplication. One is composition; the other is pointwise 
multiplication. They are homotopic and make f2Z a homotopy commutative 
H-space. 
Definition 1.1. Let a and b belong to OZ. 
(1) The notation ab will denote composition of loops. That is 
a(t) for 0_ t< la I , 
ab(t)= b(t -  lal) for t _ la l ,  
labl = lal + Ibl .  
(2) The notation a. b will denote the loop obtained by pointwise multiplication 
of loops. That is, (a. b)(t)=lzz(a(t), b(t)) where t~z:Z x Z~ Z is the H-structure 
of Z. We set la" bl =max(lal, Ibl). 
(3) Given a map w: Y--* Z where Z is a group and Y is an H-space, the H- 
deviation of w, denoted by Dw, is a map Dw : Y× Y--,Z defined by 
Dw(yl, Y2) = w(Y2) - l"  w(Yl) - l" w((yl, Y2)- 
Again the dot indicates multiplication i  the corresponding H-space. 
One has the formula 
w(Yl " Y2) = w(Yl )" w(Y2)" Dw(Yl, Y2)- 
Let a and b be in ~2Z, Z an H-space. Then ab-ba  via a homotopy. We describe 
this homotopy schematically by the following picture: 
a 
b 
t=O 
b 
8 
This homotopy is the pointwise product of the two diagrams: 
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b 
The left-hand iagram at time t indicates that one stays at the basepoint for a while, 
then traverses a, then remains at the basepoint. The right-hand iagram is inter- 
preted analogously. 
Consider the following triangles for a, b, c in ~Z: 
(i) acb (2) bac 
We will focus on triangle (1). The arguments for triangle (2) are analogous. 
The top two sides of triangle (1) are described by the following homotopy: 
a 
a 
c b 
(1.1) 
The left half of the rectangle describes abc-acb .  The right half of the square 
descibes acb - cab. 
The bottom of triangle (1) is described by 
a 
b 
C 
C 
a 
b 
(1.2) 
Lemma 1.2. The triangle (1) can be f i l led in. 
Proof. We can form the rectangular solid with top diagram (1.1) and bottom 
diagram (1.2). 
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(1.3) 
It suffices to show that the rectangular solid can be filled in with its sides remaining 
constant. Two opposite sides are the basepoint and the other two opposite sides are 
abc and cab respectively. The homotopy from the top of the cube to its bottom con- 
sists of the pointwise product of one homotopy involving a and b by another 
homotopy involving c. These homotopies amount o 'straightening' the lines in 
diagram (1.1) as we move downward through the cube. Slicing the cube horizontally 
at an intermediate ime will produce the product of the two diagrams: 
C 
(1.4) 
a 
~ a b (1.5) 
This fills in the cube in a continuous way and proves lemma 1.2. [] 
Now recall the loop map h • g2X--'K1. For a, b, c in I2X, we form the prism 
h(acb) 
h(abc) ~ 
h(cab) 
h(a)h(c)h(b) 
h(a)h(b)h(c) / (1.6) 
h(c)h(a)h(b) 
The triangular ends can be filled in by Lemma 1.2. We proceed to extend the map 
on the ends to the entire prism. 
We have h = g2Bh and by Definition 1.1, if al, a2 are two loops in 12X, then 
h(a l .a2)=Bh(a l ) .Bh(a2) .DBh(a l ,  2). By the proof of Lemma 1.2 the left 
triangle of prism (1.6) is h applied to the cube described there. A typical horizontal 
slice of the cube is diagram (1.4) pointwise multiplied by diagram (1.5), then corn- 
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posed with h. The question, then, is if this is homotopic to h applied to diagram 
(1.4) pointwise multiplied by h applied to diagram (1.5). This amounts to proving 
that the map 
F: S 1 X ~"~X  ~-~X ' BK l 
defined by F(t, al, a2) = DBh (al ([allt), a2 ([a2 It)) is null homotopic. But F factors 
as  
eAe DBh 
S 1 X ~'~X  ~'~X ~ ,~,~"~XAz~,~'~X ' XAX ~ BKI ,  
where e(t^a)=a(lalt). 
But since Bh* has image in the three-fold ecomposables, D~h has image in D ® 
H*(X)  + H*(X)®D where D is the module of decomposables. It follows that F is 
null homotopic, hence the prism can be filled in. 
We now examine what this construction produces on the rectangular faces of the 
prism. Zabrodsky [9] has shown that the c2 obstruction of any loop map is related 
to the H-deviation in the following way 
c2(h) : QXAQX--* QK l is adjoint to 
eAe DBh 
X~XAXQX ' XAX ~ BK 1 . 
(1.7) 
Consider the front face of prism (1.6). Because h is a homomorphism, the boun- 
dary of this becomes the c2 invariant of h applied to (a, c), multiplied by h(b). 
h(acb)=h(ac)h(b) 
h (cab) = h(ca)h(b) 
h(c)h(a)h(b) 
h(a)h(c)h(b) 
(1.8) 
Lemma 1.3. The nullhomotopy o fF  can be chosen so that the front face is the pro- 
duct o f  a nullhomotopy o f  c2 (h) on a, c times h(b). 
Proof. For a in ~X, o in / ,  let a ° be defined by 
aO(t ) = [ a(ut), O< t <_ lal, 
a(u[a[), t>_ [a[. 
Now set n(a, v) = (a v, a). Then n is a nullhomotopy of the looped reduced iagonal 
I2z] : I2X-~ I2(XAX). We note that if a(t) is the basepoint, then n(a, v)[t] is the 
basepoint for all u. 
Since im(Bh)* is three-fold ecomposable and D~h (l)= A(Bh)*(O, we may write 
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D~h(O= ~ X~X/®X[ + ~., yj®yj~j', 
for xi,...,yTelH*(X). Let ~,  ~ "XAXAX--)BKI be defined by J~*l (0= ~ xi® 
x'i®x'i' and ~2 (/)= E YJ®YJ®YT" We now define G" I×Z£2XAZg2X-" BK l by 
G(o, h, al, t2, a2)=J] (n(al, o)[lal lq ], a2[[a2lt2]) 
• f2(al[ lal lt l ] ,  n(a2, o)[la21tl]). 
Applying G to the front face of the prism, i.e., to the homotopy shown in the right 
half of diagram (1.1), we obtain the desired result. [] 
We remark that the homotopy G produces analogous formulas for the other two 
rectangular faces of the prism. Thus the back face is filled in with h(a)times a 
nullhomotopy of c2(h) applied to b, c and the bottom face is filled in with a 
nullhomotopy of c2(h) applied to ab, c. 
. 
In this section, we partition the prism into terms involving c2(f) and a3(f). 
Because the prism can be filled in, there will be an algebraic formula relating c2(f) 
to as(f). Results of Kraines and Schochet will then be used to compute a3(f). 
Note that f=  ~Bf is an a 3 map and by assumption also a c2-map. It follows that 
c2(f) and as(f) factor as follows: 
c2(j7): ~XA~X }' ) ~2K 1 ---) fiE, 
5 
a3( f ) :  ~XAQXAQX ' Q2 K l ) I2E .  
From the definitions of c2 and as [see 4,8,9], }J and 5 may be described 
schematically by the following diagrams. 
h(xy) h(x}h(y) 
7(x, Y) = 
~ h(y)hlx) (2.D 
The tip of the pyramid is sent to the basepoint and the lines joining the basepoint 
to h(xy), h(x)h(y), h(y)h(x), h(yx) are l(xy), l(x)l(y), l(y)l(x), l(yx) respectively, 
where 1 : • -- h is an H-null homotopy. It follows that the faces of the pyramid can 
be filled in. 
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h(xyz) h(x)h(yz) 
6(x,y,z)= ~ . /  / j / / "  
~ "~h(y lh (z )  
(2.2) 
Again the tip is the basepoint and the lines connecting the tip are homotopies involv- 
ing l: .=h .  
We now redraw the prism with the basepoint in the center and isolate terms in- 
volving & and ), which come from analyzing the front face: 
h(a)h(cb) h(a)h(c)h(b) 
h(abc) ~ / ~ .._._-- h(2h(a)h (b) 
h (c)h (ab) hl 
h(cab) 
(2.3) 
If we put the basepoint in the center of the prism and draw lines from the base- 
point to the from face, we will get a term of the form y(a, c)h(b). If we draw lines 
from the basepoint to the top diamond, we get a term of the form ~(a, c, b) and 
similarly the diamond at the front bottom of the prism yields a term ~(c, a, b). 
Proceeding further note that the other rectangle of the front face, diagram (2.4), 
connected to the basepoint can be filled in using the H-structure of h and the 
homotopy commutativity of ~X. 
h(acb) h(ac)h(b) 
h(cab) h(ca)h(b) 
(2.4) 
If one continues, the prism can be filled in with terms 
7(ab, c) + y(a, c)h(b) + h(a)y(b, c) + 6(a, b, c) + t~(c, a, b) + 6(a, c, b). 
The other terms not mentioned above can each be individually filled in. Because 
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l : • = h, y(a, c)h(b) = y(a, c) and h(a)y(b, c) = y(b, c). 
Proposition 2.1. I f  (BgBf).( i )  = ~ i xiYiZi, then 8" I2XAI2XAt2X--* f22K1 has the 
form 
a*(xi ) ® tr*( yi ) ® a*(zi ). 
i 
Proof. This is proved by Kraines and Schochet [2]. [] 
Note that y(ab, c) + y(a, c) + y(b, c) will induce (z] ® 1)y* on cohomology, so we 
have 
Proposition 2.2. (z] ® 1)y*-- [1 + (1 ® T*) + (T*® 1)(1 ® T*)]~* where T: 
I2XAJ2X ~ I2XAI2X is the twist map. 
Applying the same argument to triangle (2) we obtain 
Proposition 2.3. (1 ®z~)y* = [1 + (T*® 1)+(1 ® T*)(T*® 1)]~*. 
It follows that (z]® 1)y* and (1 ®,d)y* lie in 
image tr* ® image tr* ® image tr*. 
By Proposition 2.2, 
y* E F 2 H*(I2X) ® tr*H*(X) + PH*(12X) ® H*(I2X) = L. 
By Proposition 2.3, 
y* ~ H*(I2X) ~ PH*(g2X) + tr* H*(X) ® F 2 H*(g2X) = R. 
But 
L N R = tr* H*(X) ® F 2 H*(I2X) + PH*(f2X) ~ PH*(I2X) 
+ F2 H*(I2X) @ tr* H*(X  ). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. [] 
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